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An algebra 21 is regular if any two congruences on % coincide whenever they
have a congruence class in common. A variety i^ is regular if it contains only
regular algebras. Denote by Con(9l) the lattice of all congruences on 91. A variety V
is distributive Qnodu/ar) if Con(9I) is distributive (modular) for each %e*K*
A variety 'V is permutable if &x. &2 = 02 . &t for each 0l902e Con(2I) and
every 91 e ^ \ By A. F. Pixley [7], permutable and distributive varieties are called
arithmetical.
As it was mentioned in [9, Theorem 2.7], J. Hageman proved that regularity
of i^ implies modularity of 'V (see also [1]). Since modularity is a weaker condition then permutability as well as distributivity, it is interesting to ask about mutual
connections of permutability, distributivity and regularity. These three conditions
are mutually independent (for independence of permutability and regularity, see
e.g. [2], [10], [11], other relationships are well known). The aim of this paper is
twofold:
— to give a Mal'cev characterization of regular arithmetical varieties,
— to give conditions under which an arithmetical variety is regular.
To the first topic, we can give an immediate answer applying results of [2] and [8]:
Theorem 1. For a variety i^9 the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) i^ is permutable, distributive and regular;
(2) there exist a (3 -h n)-ary polynomialp and ternary polynomials q9 tl9 ...9tn
such that
q(x9 x9 z) = q(x9 z9 x) = q(z, x9 x) = x9
tt(x9 x9 z) = z
for i = 1, ..., n9
* = J<x, y> z9z9 ..., z),
y = p(x9 y9 z9 t}(x9 y9 z)9 ..., tn(x9 y9 z)).
The sketch of the proof. Applying the Theorem of [2] (we can simplify it using
diagonal relations instead of tolerances as it was done by J. Duda), we have t h a t y
is regular and permutable if and only if there exist /i-ary p and ternary tl9 ...9tn
fulfilling their part of (2). By [8], permutable variety "P is distributive if and
only if there exists q with q(x9 x9 z) = q(x9 z9 x) = q(z9 x9 x) = x9 whence (2) is
completed.
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Although (2) of Theorem 1 is not too complicated, we can give also another
Mal'cev characterization of regularity, permutability and regularity containing no
separated polynomial for one of these three conditions. Such a condition can be
more convenient for the second topic ot our paper as we shall see later.
Theorem 2. For a variety ir9 the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) IK is permutable, distributive and regular,
(2) there exist 2k-ary polynomial r, (3 + n)-ary polynomials pl9 ...,pZk
ternary polynomials tl9 ..., tn such that
• Pt(x, y,x,...,x)=

an

^

tj(x, x,z) = z
for j = 1, ..., n,
p((x, y, x, t^x, y,x), ..., tn(x, y, x))
for i = 1, ..., k,

Pi(x, y,y, ..., J>) = Pi(x, y, y, tx(x, y,y), ..., tn(x, y, y))
x -= r(pt(x, y,z,z,

for i = k + 1, ..., 2k,

...,z), ..., p2k(x, y, z, z, .,., z)),

r

y = (Pi(x, y, z, tt(x, y, z), ..., tn(x, y, z)), ...,
Pik(x, y, z, tt(x, y,z), ..., tn(x, y, z))).
Before the proof, we must introduce some concepts and formulate two lemmas.
Let 21 = (A, F) be an algebra. Denote by A the so called diagonal of 21, i.e.
A = {<x, x>; x e A}. A binary relation D on A will be called a diagonal relation if
(a) A £ A
(b) D is a subalgebra of 21x21, i.e. D satisfies the substitution property with
respect to F.
Clearly the set of all diagonal relations on 21 forms a complete lattice with respect
to the set inclusion, where A is the least and Ax A the greatest element. Denote
by V the operation join in this lattice. Clearly the operation meet coincides with
set intersection. Since this lattice is complete, there exists the least diagonal relation containing a set M g Ax A; denote it by D(M).
Lemma 1. Lei R, S be two diagonal relations on 21. Then (x,y}eRvS
only if there exists a 2k-ary polynomial r over 21 such that
x = r(al9
y = Kbi,

if and

...,a2k),
:-,b2k),

where <jai9 bty e Rfor i = 1, ..., k and (ai9 bt} e S for i = k + 1, ..., 2k.
Proof. It is clear that the set of all pairs (x, y} for which there exists a polynomial r and elements ai9 bt (i = 1, ..., 2k) such as in this Lemma forms a diagonal
relation on 2! containing R and S. Moreover, every diagonal relation on 21 containing R and S must contain also all these pairs, hence it is R V S.
Lemma 2. Let 21 = (A, F) be an algebra and M e Ax A. Then <JC, y) e D(M)
if and only if there exists an n-ary algebraic function f over 21 and elements
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xl9 ..., xn9yl9

...9yH eA such that
x ~f(xl9

...9xn)9

y = / ( ^ , ...,y„),

where <*,, y,> € M for i = 1, ..., n.
The p r o o f is straightforward and hence omitted. If M = {<a, b}}9 denote
D(a, b) instead of />({<a, &>}).
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. (1) => (2): L e t ^ be regular, permutable and distributive
and let F3(x9 y9 z) be a free algebra of lT generated by the free generators x9 y, z.
Let 0 = 0(x9 y) and C = [z]©, i.e. it is the congruence class of 0 containing z.
Denote by 0{C} the least congruence on F3(x9 y9 z) containing a congruence
class C. Since «K is regular, we have 0{C} = 0(x9 y). Clearly 0{C} = 0(M)
for M = {z} x[z]©, where 0(M) is the least congruence collapsing M. Since "P
is permutable, the Theorem of Werner [12] implies 0(M) = D(M)9 thus 0(x, j ) =
= D(M). Hence
0)

<x9y>eD(M).

By this Theorem of Werner, permutability of i^ implies that for each 91 e ^ , the
lattice of all diagonal relations on 91 and Con(9I) coincide, thus v is also join in
Con(9l). Hence
<x, y} e 0(x9 z) V <9(z, y)
implies also
(ii)
thus (i) and (ii) give

<x9 y> G D(x9 z) V D(z9 y)9

<x, y> G (D(M) n D(x, z)) V (D(M) n £>(z, j))
with respect to the distributivity of TT. By Lemma 1, there exists a 2fc-ary polynomial r such that
x = r(al9
...9a2k)9
y = r(bl9

...9b2k)9

where
<a ť , biУ є Z)(M) n D(лr, z)

før i = 1, ..., k9

<a ť , ŕ|> є D(M) n D(z, j )

for ì = fc + 1, ..., 2fc, i.e.

<в|, 6,> є D(M)

for i = 1, ..., 2A:,

and
<a,, 6|>

G

D(x, z)

<a f , 6*> G D(z, y)

for i = 1, ..., k9
for / = fc 4- 1, ..., 2k.

By Lemma 2, there exist
(3 H- .»i)-ary polynomials/?!, ...>p2k such that
a* = .?*(*> y, z» z, ...9z)9
bt **
Pi(x,y9z9vt9\..9vn)9
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where vi9 ..., vne [z]©. Since v( e F$(x, y, z), there exist ternary polynomials
ti9 ..., tn with
vf = ti(x,y,z),
i = 1, ...,n.
Then #, e [z]* for © = <9(x, ^ i m p l i e s
tt(x, x, z) = z

for z = 1, ..., n.

By the permutability, D(x, z) = <9(x, z) and D(z, y) = 0(z, y), thus <a f ,bi>€
e D(x, z) implies
/>*(*> y, x, ..., x) = p((x, y, x, tt(x, y,x), ..., tn(x, y, x))

for i = 1, ..., k,

and <af, i f > e D(z, j>) implies
Pt(x, y, y, ..., y) = pi(x, y, y, tx(x, y, y), ..., tn(x, y, y))

for i = k + 1, ..., 2k.

(2) => (1): We prove separately every of these three properties:
Regularity. By [11], it remains to prove that for each 91 e*V, if © e Con(2l) has
a one-element class, then © = A. Suppose a,b,ce A, <a, b} e© e Con(2I) and
let {c} be a class of ©. By (2), we have
tj(a, b, c) ©tj(a, a, c) = c,
thus tj(a, b, c) e {c}, i.e. tj(a, b, c) = c. By (2),
a = r(pt(a, b, c, c, ..., c), ...,p2k(a,

b, c, c, ..., c)) =

= r(pt(a, b, c, tx(a, b, c), ..., tn(a, A, c)), ...,
•• >i>2Jk(^5 *> c, tt(a, b, c), ..., *n(a, 6, c))) = b,
thus <9 = A, and, by [11], the regularity is proved.
Permutability: Put
f(a, ft, c) = r O ^ a , c, 6, t^b, c, b)9 ..., tn(ft, c, 6)), ...,
... - P2fcfe c, 6, ti(6, c, 6j, ..., *„(£, c, 6))).
Then clearly t(a, c,c) = a and *(a, a, c) = c, thus f is a Mal'cev polynomial,
i.e. TT is permutable.
Distributivey: Let
q(a, 6, c) =
r(pt(a9 c, ft, ti(a, c, b)9 ..., *n(a, c, b))9 pj(a9 c, 6, tt(a, a, 6), ..., fn(a, a, 6))),
where i = 1, ..., k9j = k -f- 1, ..., 2fc. Then clearly #(a, c, a) = q(a,a9c)) =
=. #(c, a, a) = a and, by [8], the existence of such q in a permutable variety
secures the distributivity of y \
Example 1. Let "K be a variety of Boolean algebras. We can put zi = 2, & = 1 and
ti(*> y,z)

= £((* ® y) A (y © z)) V (x © -0] © j>,

t2(*» y>z) = [((* © y) A (y ® Z)) V(X® Z)] © X9
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pt(x, y, z, v, w) = v,
p2(x, y, z, v, w) = x © w,
r(xt,x2)
= X! © x 2 ,
where a © b = (a' A b) v (a A 6'), the so called symmetrical

difference of

a,b.

Now, we are ready to give sufficient conditions for the second topic of our paper.
A Pixley polynomial is a ternary polynomial p over *V such that
p(x, x, z) = z,

p(x, j , x) = x,

p(x, z, z) = x.

As it is proved in [7], a variety y is arithmetical if and only if there exists a Pixley
polynomial in *¥\
Theorem 3. Let i^ be an arithmetical variety. If there exists a binary polynomial
(denote it by •+) such that
x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z,
(x + x) + j = j + (x + x) = y,
theni^ is regular.
Proof. Let p be a Pixley polynomial in if. Put k = 1, n = 2 and
f i(x, j , z) = p(x, j , z),
*2(x, y, z) = p(x, j , z) + (y + x),
px(x, j , z, t>, w) = v,
p2(x, y, z, v, w) = w + x,
r(Xj , X 2 ) = X j + x 2 , .

Then
/ x (x, x, z) = p(x, x, z) = z,
r 2 (x, x, z) = p(x, x, z) + (x + x) = z,
Pi(x, y, x, fx (x, j>, x), r 2 (x, j , x)) = tx(x, y, x) = x = pt(x, }>, x, x, x),
I>2(*> y, y> 'i(*> y> y), h(x, y, y)) = t2(x, y, y) + x =
= P(x, y, y) + (y + x) + x = x + y = p2(x, j , y, y, y),
frpi(x, >>, z, z, z), p2(x, 7, z, z, z)) = pt(x, y, z, z, z) + p2(x, y, 2, 2, z) =
= z + (z + x) = (z + z) + X = X,
r(J>i(*, y> -V *t(x, y> 2), t2(x, j , z)), p2(x, y, z, tt(x, y, z), t2(x, y, z))) =
= tt(x, y, z) + (t 2 (x, y, z) + x) =
= p(x, j , z) + ((p(x, 7, z) + (y + x)) + x) = y.
By Theorem 2, y* is regular.
Example 2. In the case of Boolean algebras, we can clearly put a + b = a © 6.
We can give also another MaPcev condition formulated in ternary polynomials:
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Theorem 4. Let "T be an arithmetical variety and p be its Pixley
If among their MaVcev polynomials exists a polynomial q with

polynomial

q(PC*> y, -0> q(p(x, y> *)» *> y)> *) = y, ,
then "K is regular.
Proof. We can put n = 2, k = 2 and
tx(x, j , z) = p(x9 y, z),
?

f2(x, y9 z) = q(pfx, ;/, z), x, j ) ,
p t (*, y, z, t;, w>) = t;,
P2(*> y> z> v9 w) = x9
p3(x, y, z, v9 w) = w,
p^(x9 y9 z, v9 w) = y9
r(Xi, x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) = q(xt, «x3, x 2 ).

One can easy see that (2) of Theorem 2 is satisfied and hence Y is regular.
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